
Hanging Baskets and Floral Displays – Notes for Tourism and Business 
 
There is currently an exercise to replace many of the lamp standards on the High Street and this will 
result either in a delay to permission for hanging basket brackets or in the worst case, permission 
not being granted for further attachments. 
 
We will lose around half the baskets on the High Street as a result of this exercise and this follows on 
from last summer when a delay in permission meant we could not have a summer display at all. 
 
I have spoken to our gardener Matt who does a fantastic job on East Cross, Millennium and the 
other beds we own around town. 
 
He will do a bedding display within East Cross gardens (sketch attached) which will catch the eye 
from the road at the eastern approach to the centre and these would be more visible if raised. 
 
He has also suggested troughs along the High Street for extra colour. Troughs require less watering 
than hanging baskets, particularly if moisture retentive crystals are used. With the lie of the land, the 
south side of the High Street would be the best position at the road side of the greens. This would 
stop parking on the greens generally and when a market is in progress, stallholders could be 
marshalled to specific access points, protected by the matting the Town Council possesses. In 
addition, a trough could be placed between the benches outside FatFace.  
 
The beds would be maintained for colour both winter and summer. 
 
We also have a Parishes in Bloom competition coming up in June which has a theme of Battle of 
Britain 80th Anniversary. If we can provide Matt with a mesh frame of a plane or similar Matt can use 
bedding plants to clad it. 
 
If agreed by T&B I will request a budget from External Committee.  
 
Phil Burgess 18th Feb 2020 
 
 


